
Using Instagram for 
Horse Business

Instagram 101



I recommend using the free site apps4lifehost.com/ to write your
bio with bullet points & spaces, then copying it into IG.
Put the most important info at the start. If your bio uses the full
150 characters, some will appear behind a cut ("more"). 

You get limited characters (30) for your name.
Your name is searchable! You may want your
full name if your username is an abbreviation.
Consider using this space to describe your
business, for example, "Hobby Horse Equine
Sport" can free up room in your bio! 

Editing Your Profile 

Website

Don't leave the link empty!
No website? Try using the
link for external sites that
can be referenced in your
posts.

Make sure your IG user name matches your FB
name & lines up with your website too.
Name not available? Consider adding "ig" or
"online" or ".com" to the end of your username.
Unless a number is in your business name, it's
not a great look for a username!

Remember that your profile photo will appear
as a tiny circle! 
Most text won't show up clearly, so please the
circle with your graphic or selfie!

Choose a detailed
category that's as
close to what you
do as possible.

Setting Up Your IG
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Name

Username
 

Profile Photo 

Your Bio

Check your
details are
up to date!

Category Contact

Make sure you are linking your IG with your FB page!



H - HEART

The heart of your business! If
it's service based, high res
selfies are key. If you sell
products showcase them.

O - ON THE JOB

Sharing your business
behind the scenes can help
build trust. 

R - RELATABLE PICS
Share pictures that your
ideal client can relate to
that makes your account
more personable. Pets/
Horses are great for this,
memes etc

S - SAYINGS/QUOTES

Text heavy pics can break
up images well. Quotes can
be well known ones, things
you have said, service lists or
even single (e.g. "Sale!") .
words. The goal is to create
shareable content.

E - ENTICING OBJECTS

We need images that use
colour to establish branding
and that draw people in. 

CAPTION CONTENT

The caption should be purposeful.
You have a short window to engage
with your words!

Mix your length of posts up - and use
your ideal client to work out your
best length. 

Try have your first line create some
intrigue. If you are writing a longer
caption, it will put the rest of your
post behind a cut. 

If you are including a call to action, it
needs to be the last thing people see
(not hashtags)! 

Put your hashtags (use 30) in the first
comment. It also makes your post
look less cluttered, and makes cross
posting to facebook easier too!

TO EDUCATE - tips, advice, info,
posts leaving your reader feeling
informed!

TO ENTERTAIN - memes, engaging
pictures, videos, posts that leave your
reader feeling content!

TO ENCOURAGE - inspiration,
success stories, overcoming tough
times, motivation, posts that are
encouraging!

Posting To IG
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Photo Size = 1:1
Ratio / a square.

Engaging high res photos /
images are needed to make
a great first impression!

TIP FOR AFTER YOU POST!

Once you post, use the
share button to share the
post to your IG stories.

Creating Your Main Posts

Include a variety of different
images. If you need
inspiration, just think...                     

Posting Purpose On Instagram

H  O  R  S  E  !



Posting To IG
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Hashtags categorise your posts on Instagram with other
posts that have used similar labels. Each individual
hashtag or label becomes its own database, and
provides someone who is searching for a hashtag, a
chance to find all content that relates to that word.

You can have up to 30 hashtags on a main post. Putting
hashtags as a comment on your post, allows you to keep
your post from looking too cluttered. The goal is to use a
mix of different sized hashtags that are not too generic (1
million +) or niche (under 100,00).

Hashtag Guide
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horse 
saddles

black
horse

horse 
tips

Hashtags 101

WHERE CAN I FIND HASHTAGS?

By checking out your
competition on IG, and
taking note of the ones
they use,

By thinking about what

your ideal client would

be searching for on IG.

By adding a specific
location to exisiting 
hashtags, e.g.
#saddlesnsw

By using variations on 
ones you already use, e.g
#saddlensw

#saddlessnsw

#nswsaddles

By typing in the first
part of the hashtag &
seeing what pops up to
complete it

By typing one hashtag,
looking at the top
results, picking a picture
and seeing what other
hashtags they use.

.

.

#example #exampletwo

#horseexample #horseeg

#examplefour

 etc etc

I like to save 3 sets of 30 hashtags
and rotate through them. I always
save them in notepad with the 2 dots
before the paragraph... 

According to Instagram's Creator's
account, you should be posting your
hashtags in the caption, not the
comments section.



IG Stories Guide
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Instagram Stories 101

Use the camera to take a
picture or video!

Select "Create" and try some
templates instead!

Use your own picture or video
- then edit it! 

Finally post to your stories!
Cross post to FB if you wish!

Camera front facing - Video - Talk about your day!
Video - Boomerang - Capture your pet doing something silly!
Share - Hit the share button on one of your posts or on another
account's post, - Add GIF  "Tap Here" and put it on the picture!
Photo - Text - Share how something is made.
Photo - Share behind the scenes. Add an Accessory!
Create - Select Poll - customise or use the dice to decide!
Photo - Draw - add some silly features to a selfie or pet photo!

Here are some ideas to get you started!



Highlights Guide
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Highlight Ideas!

PRODUCT BASED

SERVICE BASED

CUSTOMER
REVIEWS

ADVICE

FAQ

PERSONAL TOUCHES

FAQ

OUR
TEAM

ABOUT
ME

CLIENT
REVIEWS

NEW!

SALE!

SHOP! YOUR
PICS!

DELIVERY
INFO

SERVICES
ON
THE
JOB

BEHIND
THE

SCENES

YOUTUBE

ABOUT
ME

MY
HORSE BOOKS EVENTS



2 - 10 minute tutorial. Teaching
your followers something new!

Reels Guide
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Instagram Reels

Q&A - with an IG story / post 24
hrs before asking for questions!

Reels Brainstorm!

Behind the scenes
look at your work day!

Show and tell - a new
product or service!

Interview! Who could you
zoom call and record with?

My top 3 Tips for ________

A review 

Something you may not know
about __________


